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EDITORIAL CCMMENTS: 

As the NEWSLETl'ER makes its second appearance, it takes on a basic and 
significant nature. This "pol icy" becomes clearly that of communicating 
new and pertinent information about archaeology, ethnology, ethno-history, 
and kindred topics; and as an educational journal. In the latter context 
this issue introduces an approach to appeal to the reader who wishes to 
increase his knowledge of the Northwest . 

From time to time questions --even slight controvers ies--appear among students 
of the Northwest Coast. Many are purely academic; others can be resolved by 
a fresh look at the existing evidehce. TI\e ARCHAEOLOGIST can air problems 
in hopes of eliciting renewed thinking and clarification. Although a com
pletely scientific approach to some topics is impossible, considering that 
ethnographic research is necessarily based upon the recall of infortl\ants 
and the skill of the ethnographer; obse tved phenocnena and actual specimens 
will carry the burden of proof. Authorities will be cited . Data will be 
cocnpared and illustrated . An inter-disciplinary massing of evidence will 
constitute the basis of proof. Simply stated, no investiga tive discipline 
is sufficient in itself and depends upon the total accumulation of informa
tion for the reconstruction of cultural concepts. Where there are gaps, 
they wil 1 be interpolated clearly indicating this interpretation ··so the 
reader can weigh the evidence. 

In recent meetings with the docents of the Burke Memorial Washington State 
Museum the following questions were raised: 

1. What was the place of the serpent in shamanistic ritual? 
I 

2. Is it true the bow and arrow were little used in Puget Sound? 

3. Are moccasins of recent introduction in Puget Sound? 

4. What was the basic social unit of the Coast Salish? 

'llte second question will be discussed in this issue. Guest writers will be 
invited to pursue other topics of interest. Lacking time to forewarn 
writers. your indulg~nce is re<ruested for attacking the problem myself. 

The Editor 
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ANNOUOCEMENTS AND NEWS 

A warm welcome to our new members joining us since the first of this year : 

Mr. John Koruga 
Miss Cheryl Brooks 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mitchell 

LaConner Field School 

Seattle Community College will tentatively coordinate with other junior 
colleges in the Greater Seattl e Area a summer field school in archaeology 
at LaConner, Washington. Astrida Onat, Instructor of Anthropology and 
Archaeology, will supervise arrangements. Students are enthusiastic for 
last summer they spent valuable time commuting to their site in the Snohomish 
area. 

Annual Spring Ba nquet 

The Annual Spring Banquet of the Washington Archaeological Society has 
been pos~poned until Ma~ . Reason given: the President, Mr. Delmar Nordquist, 
is enjoying a holiday in Europe . Members will be notified of the new date 
in May. 

May Membership Meeting 

Washington Archaeological Society members are invited to join with the 
membership of the Burke Memori::\1 Washington State Museum to hear a lecture 
by Dr. Alex D. Krieger entitled "Ear l y Man in the New World." This ineetjng 
will be hel~ at the Museum on the eve~ ing of M~y 22. 1968. aL s~oo P.M. 
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mE BOW AND ARR~ IN WESTERN WASHINGTON 

Del Nordquist 

Abstract: The rich gathering technology of the Indians of Western 
Washington, including Puget Sound, developed a series of hunt
ing traits other than the use of the bow and arrow . 'nlis use 
of dead-falls, snares, nets, and spears has lead to some con
fusion as to the place of the bow and arrow in this complex of 
food procurement. The introduction of the gun and the curtail
ment of native hunting and warfare has limited and even caused 
the extinction of the bow and arrow. That the use of projectiles 
was widely spread is based upon archaeological evidence. 'nle 
bow is remembered by mos t older informants. 'lbere are actual 
specimens in museums. Noteworthy, the sinew or skin-backed 
bow, mentioned by Vancouver, is absent from collections viewed 
by the author. 'n\ere is conclusive evidence of the use of the 
bow and arrow in Puget Sound, although it was rather restricted 
to certain activities, especially warfare and the hunting of 
deer, elk, and floc~s of birds. 

Two factors probably lead to the question of whether the Indians of llestern 
Washington had and used the bow and a rrow: l, their food gathering was 
significantly salt water oriented and diverse in the taking of animals with 
nets, traps, snares, rakes, hook and line, and spears; and 2, tools used in 
l a nd hunting were replaced over 200 years ago by the introduction of European 
techniques, which the Indians of the Nort hwest were quite willing to accept, 
especially t he gun for the bow and arrow. Consequently, few informants would 
have actively used the implement. They would , however, recall the incidence 
of such tools and their place in their culture and t r aditions. 

Pan-Indianism has magnified. some traits which might have accounted for the bow 
and arrow had it never been used. 'n\is eastern tra it could have confused and 
obscured the individual assemblages of material culture were it not for the 
recency of the diffusion of plains culture to the west coast. The long 
established base culture is strong enough to reveal the truth through the 
amassing of evidence. 

Puget Sound is but a part of a larger geographical unit better viewed as the 
inland salt water system of bays, passages, and sounds that extend from eastern 
Vancouver Island to Olympia. Native populations were often located in river 
deltas and tended to extend upstream wher e kindred groups lived. Their ways 
of living were remarkably similar throughout the area, displaying material 
cultural traits common to all. This exten~d thTough the natural corridors to 
the Pacific coast a nd into the interior via major river valleys. The Salish, 
being the dominant group in this area 1 leads to the assumpt-i.on t-hat ~ny eLhl'd,.. 

circumstance is peculiarly Salish. 'nlis is not necessarily true ~A ul11 be 
shawn by simi l :ir Li:nit i~-l•l""~"'- .., EM>•C>ne t"l"\e ~o.lr.t\ebnn AM Chi.n o o k . 
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FIGURE 1: 
CHIPPED STONE POINTS, EARLilST TYPES 
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The Archaeological Evidence 

1bere will be no attempt to be all exhaustive since the topic needs only to s tia. 
that projectile points were us ed by prehistoric Indians. Very few significant 
archaeological sites have r~d no projectile points. Those that do often appear 
to have been seasona l gathering area s where the gathering of shell-fish usually 
predominated. In permanent sites, there tends to be the suggestion that point 
types may have gone through change from preferences for bone to stone; but 
usually there is a mingling of the two . Wooden points have yet to be found. 
Geographically, those sites nearer to salt water have fewer projectile points, 
when stone usually of cruder manufacture, than do those f arther inland. '11\is i8 
logical, since inland groups would be more dependent upon land hunting which waa 
a bow and arrow activity throughout Western Washington. 

Figure 1 shows the earliest type of chipped stone points. 1bese are usually 
equated to the use of the atlatl or throwing stick. '11\ere is no doubt about 
use of the spear thrower since a tlatl weights have been Eound in Western 
Washington (Nordquist, 1964, and Butler, 1961 ) as well as a remarkably preserved 
carved wooden specimen found in the Skagit River. The incidence of the spear 
and atlatl in early horizons is common throughout North America. 

Expl anation of Figure 1: 

~ 

A. Found by WAS member, Ted Weld, on his property south of Haller Lake, 

B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
R. 
I. 

Seattle. 
Marymoor Site, in King County. 
Olcott Site, in Snohomis h County found by Jack Thomson, WAS member. 
IS31B, Cornet Bay, Island County, excavated by WAS. 
45LE51, along Newaukum River, Lewis County . 
Cattle Point, San Juan Island. 
45SN100, the "Duvall" site excavated by WAS. 
45Sk33, the "Skagit" site excavated by WAS. 
Capes, from C001ox Valley , Vancouver Island. 
Roy Cliffe collection. 

If we are to accept the evidence of the atlatl as being s i ngularly used in the 
earliest period of man's occupancy in the State of Washington, we must then 
accept the fact that a dramatic change took place with the introduc tion of the 
bow and arrow. The spear continued to be used in close comba t a nd in dispatch 
animals pursued in the hunt. 1be bow, g iying control over gr ea t er distances aal 
added thrust for penetration, was revolutionary. With added m001entum, the arra9 
was adequate in a smaller size. Specialization of points for d i fferent hunting 
needs came about. Some of these appear to have been a n adaptat i on of types of 
spears used concurrently, as for fowling. The mult ipointed spears and arrows 
were thrown into flocks of birds downi ng seve r a l at a time. The barbed huntinc 
arrow is remarkably similar to spears a nd harpoons used in sea-mammal hunting 
and fishing. Apparently, some arrows were furnished with a line and with a 
removeable foreshaft. 

EJq>la na tion of Figure 2, Sla te and Bone Points: 

A. Fragment of a slate point from the &e r telson Coll ection, 
from north end of Ba inbri.dg@ ls land. 
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B.c,n & Ei 
P, 45SK33: 

Slate points frocn Cattle Point, San Juan Island. 
Slate point from ~kagit" site. This might be a 
knife and cot a p~ojectile point. 

G, ISSO: Slate point from Penn Cove Park, Whidbey Island. 

Bone points: 
A,B,C and D, bone points all from 45SK33, •Skagit" site. 

Chipped stone tools found archaeologically are found throughout the state. 
Pressure flaking was most commonly used in the final manufacture of a tool. 
projectile point tends to get smaller and more triangular in recent horizons, 
differing from the earliest types which were leaf-shaped. The late triangular 
points are proof of the arrow, i.e., bow and arrow. Materials were usually 
basalt and chalcedony. ~~ 

Explanation of Figure 3, Chipped Stone Points: 

Triangular points: 
A. Cattle Point, San Juan Island. 
B. 45SN100, "Duvall" site. 
C. Bertelson collection, B.1inbridge Island. 
D. 45SJ13, picked up from beach, Garrison Bay, San Juan Island. 

Triangular points, side and corner notched: 
E. Cattle Point. 
F. Bertelson 
G. 45SN100 
I. 45SN33 
J. 4SIS1, picked up on Camano Island beach. 

Triang~lar points, stemmed, corner notched: 
K. Cattle Point 
L. 45SN100 
M. Bertelson 
N. 45SK33 
0. 4SSJ8, picked up on beach at Garrison Bay, San Juan Island 

Triangular points, basally notched and tanged: 
P. 4STS2, from beach Cornet Bay, Whidbey Island. 
Q. Cattle Point 
R. 45SN100 
S. Bertelson 

Except under very unique conditions archaeological evidence cannot reveal the 
final proof of the existence of the bow and arrow. It is in our bogs, silts, 
and saturated •drowned" sites the proof may ~ forthcoming. At present we mu91t 
rest upon the evidence outlined above. For the incidence and nature of the balr 
we must turn to ethnography. 

1b.ere are a number of bows in the Burke Memorial Washington State Museum. One 
is Snohomish (#4765), another Cowlitz (#1-272), another, provenience unknown 
0-1983), is painted with red designs, another designated "Yakima" but with 
"from. 'He stern Wash i..ngton"' venci led ;\long :I tA intedo1· (#l- ""'~); Ant\ ~oother. 
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FIGURE 3: CHIPPED STONE PO INTS, RECENT 
(Appr oximate sizes) 
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uncatalogued, fits the description of the chief Western Washington type. 
Figure 4 shows the characteristic shape and contour of this bow when strung. 
It is simply curved with recurved tips. It tapers toward the ends and is fitted 
with notches for stringing (see details B). 'llte bow is strung with one end 
permanently attached; the other being tied with a loop that is slipped along and 
off the notch when not in use. 'llte middle body of the bow is thicker, flatter 
on the inside and rounded on the outside. The grip is narrower than the central 
body. The average length of the bows is 3.7 feet. (Actual measurements: 
#4765, broken in half; #1-272: 3-3/4'; #1-1983: 4-l/4';#2-344: 4-1/4'; No number: 
3-1/2') Two bows numbered #94 and #95 collected by J. G. Swan in 1893 from the 
Makah were not seen. 

1lte comparative traits chart indicates the extent1D which information was col
lected by ethnographers relating to the bow and a rrow and its use . Brief sum
maries of the major sources of information is appended to this paper. None fail 
to refer to the bow and three are rich in their description of the trait complex: 
Marion Smith for the Puyallup-Nisqually, William Elmendorff for the Twana, and 
H. G. Barnett for the Coast Salish of British Columbia. Ronald Olson furnished 
the best comparative material for the Pacific Coast Quinault. 

Perhaps the best summarization of the incidence of the bow and arrow would be to 
cite early explorers in the region. One might argue that a ll the ethnographies 
are recent and liable to interpretative error, or subject to circumstances of 
acculturation that make the informant unreliable. 'nle corroboration of the 
scholars makes further pursuance of the subject unnecessary, they were all 
trained, capable, and systematic within their frame of reference. 1here is 
little likelihood that they are quoting each other, thereby compounding error. 
However, what better summation than to quote Vancouver. 

"Their spears, arrows , fishgigs and other weapons were shaped exactly 
like t hose of the Nootka; but none were pointed with copper, or with 
muscle shell. The three former were generally barbed and those 
pointed with common flint, agate, and bone, seemed of their original 
workmanship. Yet more of their arrows were observed to be pointed 
with thin flat iron, than with bone or flint, and it was very singular 
that they should prefer exchanging those pointed with iron to any of 
the others. 1heir bo~!S were of a superior construction; these in 
general were from. two and a half to three feet in length; the broadest 
part in the middle was about an inch thick, neatly made, gradually 
tapering to each end, which terminated in a shoulder and a hook, for 
the securing of the bow string. 1hey were all made of yew, and 
chosen with a naturally inverted curve suited to the method of using 
them. From end to end of the concave side, which when strung became 
the convex part, a very strong strip of an elastic hide is attached 
to some, and the skins of serpents to others, exactly the shape and 
length of the bow, neatly and firmly affixed to the wood by means of 
a cement the adhesive property of which I never saw or heard of being 
equalled. It is not to be affected by either dry or damp weather, and 
forms so strong a connection with the wood, as to prevent a sepa ratit>n 
without destroying the component parts of both. 'nle bow string is 
made of the sin~w of some marine a nimal laid loose in order to be 
twisted at pleasur@, and the tempe-rature of the a~sph-cre u1ay Lequire 
to preserve i.t at a pro-per length." (Vo.ocouver, 1789, P. 253.) 
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TRAIT GROUP . 

Simple Bow, br~ad, thin, short x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Bow length • 1""..s :Yt_S ~.o ~o P:s .::.,5 
Composite bow ~ 

x .. .. . 
Constricted grip x x x x x 
Recurved tips x x x x x x {y) 

Made of yew x x x x x x x 
Made of yellow cedar root x x x 
Made of vine maple x x x 
Made of Hazel x 
Painted or colored x 00 x x 
Sinew or/and skin backed x x x x x 
Fiber bow string x x x 
Gut bow string x x x x x x 
Sinew bow string x x x x ~~ x x 
Held horizontally x x x x x x x x x 
Held vertically 
Shaft made of cedar x x x x x 5f 
Shaft made of hardwood shoots x x x x 
Shaft straightened with hands x x x x x x x 
Polished with horsetail x x x 
Polished with dogfish skin x x x x 
Carried owner•s marks 
Fea thered x 

Triple, radial x 
Triple, spirally x 
Double, radial x x x 
Double, tangential x x x x x x x 

Nock, shallow, thickened and bound x x x x ,xJ x x 
Release, primary x x x x x 

Bone, unbarbed &) x x x x 
barbed x x x 
Singly pointed x x 

• doubly pointed x x x x x 
multiply pointed (usually 3) x x x x x x 

Hardwood (plain or barbed) x x x x x x x x 
sin(l;ly pointed x x 
doubly pointed x x 

Shell x 
Stone , ground '(usually slate) x x 
St~ne, chipped (pe rcussion) x x x x 
Iron (post-contact) 

Arrow length • l's ~ ~ IS's <¢ rcea 
Arrow poisons used 6t x 
Bow a nd arrow use: war x x x x x 

Deer hunting x x x x x x 
Elk hunting x x x x ._...___.. ,_ -
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Writing from a visit to Cape Mudge, Menzies described bows seen. 'nley ''were 
lin'd with sinews and shaped like those we saw on the east side of this great 
gulph, and the arrows were also fastened in the same manner, but most of them 
were armed with pieces of muscle shell instead of flinty stones." {Menzies, 
Archibald: Journal, 1792.) 

Resume of ethnographies: 

Haeberlin, Hermann and Erna Gunther: TiiE INDIANS OF PUGET SOUND. 1924 (1930) 

There were two kinds of arrows, one for hunting and another for war. 
Stone arrowheads were buried in a fire to harden them. 
Poisoned arrows made the flesh of an animal swell. 
Quivers were made of skin with hair on the outside. 
It was about 2-3/4 feet long. 
Arrows were about 2-1/2 feet long. 
Bows were made of yew. p. 26 
{See Fig. 5 for bow grip.) 

Gunther, Erna: KLALIAM EntNOGRAPRY 1927 

Bows were made of yew, 3 feet long. 
Arrows were made of ironwood about an arm's length. 
Points were lashed with cherry bark. 
Duck feathers were attached to the base, oppositely, with cherry bark. 
Points varied according to use, elk bone points were used for most purposes. 
Stone points are needed to fina lly dispatch an animal too difficult to 

kill with bone. 
War points were loosely attached so that they might become lodged in 

the body of an adversary . 
The bow was held horizontally {See Fig. 5 for grip). 
Quivers were made of bearskin with fur. (pp. 205, 268-9) 

Olson, Ronald: TiiE QUINAULT INDIANS 1927 

Bows were short , wide and with reourYed ends. 
'n\ey were made of root of the cedar, yew, and vine maple. 
Only cedar bows would serve without sinew backing. 
Wood was seasoned before shaping. 
Shaping was done with shell knives and beaver teeth, ground with s.audstoue . 

and polished Pith dogfish skin. 
The length was from middle of the chest to the tips of the fingers. 
It was about three fingers wide at the widest part. 
Bows were steamed or soaked in hot water to shapen. 
It was sometimes baked in the hot sand to condition and shapen. 
Glue from seal, sea lion, elk, or sturgeon ~as used as a n adhesive 

for sinew. 
Sinew was layered on with glue until it was 1/16" to 1/8" thick. 
Bow strings were usually sea lion gut, dried and twisted. 
A man might decorate his bow with a woodpecker scalp. 
Arrows were usua lly pointed with bone. 
Arrows with fore~hafts ....iec• m\known. 
An arrow ' a length was from the arm pi. t to 1.b<> tip O'f t.h<> ttUM:Ab. 
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Shafts were made of cedar or hardwood. 
Shafts were straightened by burning, steaming, and smoothing. 
Feathering was crude (See fig. 6). 
There were three types of arrowpoint~ used for hunting, all made of 

bone (See .Cig. 6, A,B,c). · 
For rabbits; ducks, and· other birds, a double point was used (fig. 6 ,D ) • 
A blunt wooden point was sometimes used to hunt birds (fig. 6, E). 
In shooting the bow was held horizontally. 
For grip (See fig. 5,A). 
Quivers were made of animal skins, hair on inside. (pp. 73-76) 

Stern, Bernha rd: 'nf.E LUMt.U INDIANS OF NORnlWEST WASHINGTON 1934 

Bows and arrows were used in killing ducks. 
Deer are caught with bows and arrows when a man hunts alone. 
Weapons used in warfare are bows and arrows, etc. 
Bows are never very long, usually measured from elbo~r to elbow, the arms 

are outstretched and finger tips touching across the breast. 
Poisons are sometimes used upon arrow points. (pp. 42,48,97) 

Smith, Marian W.: nm PUYALLUP-NISQUALLY 1940 

Bows were made of hazel, yew, or syringa. 
Most bows were composite. 
Bows were about 4 to 5 feet long; about 2-3/4" thick. 
The size depended upon the strength of the man and its use. 
The thickest and widest were elk bows. 
Bows for deer and warfare ~ere about the same length, but less powerful. 
Bows were backed with sinew, glued with dog salmcu glue. 
Strips of the skin might be applied in layers. 
Bows were sometimes wrapped with sinew as well as covered with skin. 
Plain bows were strung with twisted willow bark. 
Composite bows were strung with cedar or fiber string. 
Bows were held horizontally. 
1ll.e long distance arrow was made of syringa, seasoned by burial in water, 

dried and barked. 
It was straightened between the teeth. 
It had a wooden head. 
Arrow shafts t.Jere also made of cedar and hard wood. 
Points were made of sharpened bones, plain or barbed, flint and wood. · 
Detachable arrows were suggested for use in war. 
Poisoned points were attributed to the "Yakima". (pp. 294-6) 
Bows and arrows were used in warfare . (p. 164) 
Regular hunters used bows and arrows to kill game. (p. 269) 

Barnett, Romer G.: TIIE COAST SA.LISH OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 1955 

" 

The bow was the most universal weapon for the hunter of land mammals. · i 

It was used for all land mammals, and for birds, but pri ncipally for 
goats, deer, elk, and sometimes bears. 

The hunting bow did not differ from the war bow. 
It was made of yellow-cedar root, cedar trunk, ·yew, and hardhaak. 
Hardhack was for inferior bows, used to hunt fowl. 
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Figure 6. AR.ROOi TYPES 
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Bows varied from 3 to 4 feet long. 
Double-curved, compound bows were unknown. 
'nlere seems to have been no sinew-backed or skin-covered bows. 
Bows were held horizontally (See fig. 5,A) for grip. 
Sinew or gut were made into bow strings. 
Arrows were made of red cedar. 

MA~H 1968 

'nle length was about 2-1/2 feet, or the distance from the shoulder 
to the finger tip. 

'll\ey were not foreshafted. 
Arrows were smoothed and scraped down to size; and polished with 

horsetail rush or a piece of dogfish skin. 
'nle release was primary. 
Two feathers were used in feathering along opposite sides, spirally. 
Most arrow points were of hardwood or bone. 
Some points were slate. 
A brown rock, probably basalt, was chipped into points. 
Wood points were heated and saturated with oil. 
Blunt hardwood points were used in stunning birds. 
Bipoint arrows were used for duck hunting. 
Bird arrows commonly had retrieving lines attached. 
Quivers were of tuo kinds, sewed seal or beaver skin and cylinders 

of cedar bark. (pp. 99-102) 

Pettitt, George A.: nm QUil.EUTE OF LA PUSH, 1775-1945 1950 

In hunting land animals the Quileute used principally the bow and arrow. 
Older men say the bow and arrow were still in use when they were boys, 

though most hunters had flintlocks. 
Double-pronged arrows and spears were used in hunting birds. (p. 10) 

Elu.1endorf, W. W. : nIB STRUCTURE OF 'NANA CULTURE 1960 

'n\e bow was the land hunter's most important item of equipment. 
Arrows were wartned in the fire before using. 
'nle bow was short, broad, flattened with a constricted grip and 

recurved tips. 
It was made of yew. 
Some were sinew backed. 
Bows were painted or colored. 
Bowstrings were made of sinew, thongs, rarely gut, and occasionally fiber . 
'll\e bow grip (Fig. 5,C). 
Cedar, fir, and hardwood were used for arrow shafts. 
It was scraped into shape with a stone scraper and polished with dogfish 

skin or horsetail rush. 
'lb.e nock was bound with sinew or cherry bark. 
Ownership marks were incised on the arrow shaft. 
1b.e arrow release was primary . 
Two feathers ~,ere normally used for feathering, t angentially spiraled. 
Feathers were sometimes split and lashed. 
Arrow points were usually ironwood and bone. 
Stone points were made by specialist. 
Points were varied, spikes of bone were for dl.ick Qnrl sm.~11 ga~~. 
Multiple~points ~re sndt into flo~~ff of birds. 
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Stone and bone points were used for land game before the advent of metal. 
Arrow poisons were used only on war arrows . 
The quiver was un ·?:a :wE:d deer hide . (pp . 87 - 91) 

Swan, James G.: THE INNA:t~S OF CAPE FLATTERY 1868 

The bow is usually ~aG9 of yew, and bent in the form shown (~ee Fig . 4,A) . 
Many are straight , simply acquiring a curved form when be,t for use . 
Some have a lock of ha ir fast~ned to the middle by mea ~s ~f a strip of bark . 
The strir.g i.s mP~e of whale a inew or seal gut. 
Inferior bows are mac P. of dog-wond , usually used by b"ys . 
Art·owf, are a:ad~ r;,f split cedar 1 i: in~hed with a knife . 
The arrnw-r:1cik~r !l.ul:ls one end with the toci:: of his left foot and the 

othe:- in his left hand, us ir.~ a knife by drawing it towards his 
person. 

Arrow-heads are made of iron wire, pieces of a pan, flattened, sharpened, 
and barbed. 

Some points are made of bone with barbs. 
Two-pointed wooC.~n or bone points are made . 
All arrows are winbed with feathers. 
Arrows are shot at duc ks . (p . 47-8) 

Ray, Verne F . : LOWER CHINOOK EnINoCRAPHIC NOTES 1938 

Weapons consisted primarily of bows and arrows and 
In hunting , bowne n congregated in a stra tegic place 

land mammals ~riven toward them for k~lling . 

usually dispatched t~is way. (p. 116) 

clubs (for war) . (p.60) 
making a surround of 
Deer and elk were 

The sinew-backed bow served most extensively in hunting and war . 
The simple bow was made also . 
The bac~ced bow was averaged 21 feet in length , the width at center 

wa s about 2 inches. 
It was usually ma<le of cedar . 
The back of the bow was built up of elk sinew laid in sturgeon gelatin glue. 
Bow strings were }-ply elk sinew. 
The self bow was painted black on the back , red on the inside . 
Arrows were of t wo types, simple ·and fore-shafted. 
'11le i r ovP.ra ll length ~as about 2 feet. 
Main shaft was soft wood. 
In one end a cupped mortise to receive the tenon of the foreshAft. w:is m.sde. 
The two were f astened together with a wrapping of sinew . 
The point was of stone wi th a wide-angled point. 
Yew was the f avorite wood for the foresbaft and the simple arrow. 
Shafts were straightened with a ~rfcrrated woo<l e n str:-l j ghtener and 

polished with rush. 
Feathering was double with tangential placement. 
Feathers were tr:i.mmedL 
Butts were wrapped with sihew. 
Arrow pbints were made of obsidian, flint and bone. 
Bone points were ~ultiplc barbed. 
The quiver was made of skin of !>ear or wolf_ (p. 117 ) 
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